January 19, 2012

Pro-Life Groups Wrongly Advance Obamacare

President Obama wants government-run health insurance exchanges installed in every state. Some pro-life groups support establishment of these federal takeover centers because States are allowed by executive order to limit abortion coverage in them.

These groups unwittingly advance the takeover of health care in hopes of limiting abortion once the federal exchange – the takeover center – is installed.

This is as shortsighted as letting Congressman Bart Stupak convince pro-life Democrats to vote for a pro-life amendment he attached to the bill just to get Obamacare through the U.S. House. Once the House bill passed, Mr. Stupak didn’t fight or even protest as the pro-life language was stripped out of the final Obamacare bill.

Sources: “MCCL backs state-created health care exchange,” Charley Shaw, Politics in Minnesota, December 21, 2011.
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